Abstract-Deletion errors are most usually occurred in connected Mandarin digit string speech recognition when speaking rate is fast, and are the main reasons leading to the increasing of the recognition error rate and the decline of the recognition accuracy. In this paper, a new training method named neighboring digits pattern is given based on sufficient statistics of recognition errors of the traditional system in order to eliminate most of deletion errors which seriously affect the system recognition rate. The training process is presented and the performance evaluation is given. The result analysis demonstrates that the new method can reduce the deletion errors effectively and improve the system recognition rate from 96.4% to 98.3%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Connected digit string speaker-independent speech recognition (SR) has been used in many different applications ranging from telephone dialing-up system, password authentication to telecommunications. In the past 15 years, more and more English digits SR systems have been proposed to end-users and have been successful. Most of them have a quite high correct recognition rate (above 99% in many systems, for example, HTK [1] and IBM ViaVoice). Mandarin digit string SR (MDSSR), however, is much more difficult than English digit string SR. There are several reasons leading to the result: Firstly, the speech confusion of Mandarin digit is much higher than that of English digit, this is usually caused by the peculiar monosyllable characteristic of the Chinese language pronunciation. Secondly, the pronunciations of some digitals are monophthongs [2] . When theses digits sounds are combined together, the occurrence of the deletion errors becomes more frequent, for example, "55" is usually recognized as "5", thus recognition results could be affected. Finally, digit string recognition is absent of language model support because it is contextindependent. The recognition trouble is even more serious especially when we speak digits quickly as we usually do in normal conversation. The voice coarticulation makes MDSSR tasks become more difficult. At this time, the endpoint detection for the valid voice or the phoneme is always inaccurate. It's always hard to distinguish correctly between the initial and the final part of a digit or between the two adjacent digitals. So the performance of current MDSSR system, esp. of quicklyspoken SR system, is far from meeting practical requirements.
Although it's very difficult to recognize, quicklyspoken connected MDSSR is very useful in many information services and has a wide range of applications in practice. People always tend to speak digitals quickly. Many digital-related services, such as digital correction, digital information transmission and some specialpurposed digital speech processing applications, etc, need users to quickly read out the numbers. Considerable progress has been made in this area in recent years [2, 3, 4, 5] , yet there're many problems which would limit the more extensive applications. Most of the existing SR systems usually require the users read out the digits very clearly and very slowly in order to achieve a higher recognition rate, which does not take into account the actual needs and people's habits, thus hinders the further development in the applications of digits speech recognition. So high-performance SR for quickly-spoken connected Mandarin digits is urgently required in such applications.
Aimed at solving the problems discussed above, this paper proposes a new training method named neighboring digits pattern devoted to eliminate most deletion errors occurred in MDSSR at high speech rate when we have enough quickly-spoken speech data as the training set.
The paper is structured as follows: First, a brief comparison of Mandarin and English connect digits SR is given and the main causes for the difficulties of MDSSR are analyzed. Section 2 summarizes the effects of speaking rate on the performance of SR and surveys the previous work on MDSSR at different speaking rate. In Section 3, our new method of the neighboring digits training pattern is presented based on sufficient statistical work on recognition errors using normal models and traditional method, then its implementation process and corresponding algorithm flow are proposed, the recognition result is given and shows that the system recognition rate has raised from 96.4% to 98.3% and the deletion error rate of the system has decreased dramatically, thus the system performance has been improved effectively. Finally, Section 4 contributes to the conclusions of this work.
II. EFFECTS OF SPEAKING RATE ON THE PERFORMANCE OF MDSSR AND RELATED WORK

A. Characteristics of MDSSR
Connected digits speech recognition has played an important role and has been always challenging because there is no grammatical knowledge can be used and thus there is no language model to support SR. The researches have been focused on studying the expressive power of speech parameters, acoustic model training, search algorithms and pre-processing, etc.
MDSSR also has important value but is more difficult because Chinese is mono-syllabic language and the pronunciation of each digit is very short, the phonetic similarities in the Mandarin digitals caused confused digitals such as 6 (/liou/) and 9 (/jiou/) to be hard to distinguish. On the other hand, the pronunciations of some digitals are monophthongs and when these sounds are connected in a string, it makes the recognition errors become much more [2] . A linear discriminative analysis based on the states of hidden Markov models (HMM) is presented in [2, 3] to improve the model discriminability by gathering the confusion data to the given states and then using the state-specific discriminative. Other work has been done and the researches on MDSSR focus on the recognition and search algorithm [4] , the acoustic model [6, 7, 8, 9] , the feature parameters extraction [10, 11] , and the training method [12] , etc. These efforts have advanced SR development and a number of experimental or applied systems have emerged.
B. Effects of Speaking Rate on the Performance of SR
In many implemented English or Mandarin SR systems, the correct recognition rate is relatively high (above 98%) [1, 2, 3, 4] . However these systems always require the medium speaking speed (1 or 2 digits per second). It's noted that the variation of the speaking rates can cause recognition errors and greatly affect the system performance [5, 13] . Even the same person speaks the same sound twice, the relative speed and the duration of each syllable may be different [14] .
There are three kinds of recognition errors: one is substitution error which occurs when one word is recognized as another different word and the errors of isolated SR system are all substitution errors, the second is insertion error which happens when recognition result insert one or more words between two originally adjacent words, e.g. when "55" is recognized as "565" or "555", there is an insertion error, the third is deletion error which exists when recognition result delete one or more words, e.g. when "555" is recognized as "55" or "5", there is an deletion error. The relative researches have shown that speaking too fast will increase the deletion error rate while speaking too slow will result in a higher insertion error rate [5] .
Researches on the influence of speech rate variance on the recognition performance have attracted more and more attentions and have become a new research area. Ref. [5] proposes a speaking rate adaptation algorithm based on the framework of DDBHMM (Duration distribution based HMM). Ref. [15] presents a novel speaking rate estimation method based on phone duration and puts forward two compensation methods for fast and slow utterances respectively. Ref. [16] proposes a new SR method called Markov family model(MFM) to overcome the defects of the duration modeling of homogeneous HMM in SR, which takes duration distribution into MFM and integrates the frame and segment based acoustic modeling, can adjust the speech unit duration automatically according to the speech rate. These papers study some SR issues related to the speech rate and the adaptation methods proposed by them are basically applicable to all different speaking rates regardless of fast or slow rate, they are not specifically addressed the SR problems arising from the conditions of quick speech rate and their training speech data are always speech with medium rate, so the effect of these methods on eliminating deletion errors at quick speaking rate is very limited. When we have enough quicklyspoken speech data as our training set, our model training can be more focused on the special SR field.
C. Fast Speaking Rate SR and Deletion Errors
When one or more words are omitted in the recognition result, there is a deletion error, such as "55" is recognized as "5". Deletion errors always appear in the adjacent speech units. Specific to MDSSR, they are mainly due to the recognition leakage of one or more digitals.
When we speak at medium speed, substitution errors are most common and the occurrence of deletion errors is relatively infrequent and is even less than that of insertion errors. But when we speak at fast speed, the ratio of deletions errors increases quickly [5, 15 and 16] and will hold the largest proportion of all kinds of errors even if we use the speech with fast rate for training. Fig. 1 shows the ratio of three kinds of errors occurred when recognize speech with fast speaking rate (specific data is in Table  Ⅰ in section Ⅲ). We can see that nearly half of all errors are deletion errors when quickly-spoken digits speech is recognized. The reason that deletion errors increase as speaking rate becoming fast is that the confusion between the phonemes will become increasingly evident with the speech speed become more and more rapidly [15] . At this time it's very difficult to recognize correctly even for people themselves. When speaking rate is fast, many adjoining speech units are spoken rapidly and therefore the pronunciation of these units will be linked together, For Mandarin digits, the "unit" may be syllable or initialfinal part of a digital. The endpoint detection results of speech with two different speaking rates are given in Fig.  2 . We adopt traditional method using short-time energy and zero cross ratio of every frame to detect activity voice. The horizontal lines in the figure indicate the endpoint of activity voice, we can see from the above chart in Fig. 2 that when speech rate is normal, digits are read out separately, so the endpoints of each syllable are detected correctly, while when speaking rate is high and digits are read linked together, we see from the bottom chart in Fig. 2 that the voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm can only detect the endpoint of the voice section but could not give the endpoint of each syllable accurately. This is an important reason that speaking too fast will result in a higher deletion error rate. Since deletion errors are the main error source when speaking rate is high, it's significant to devote the research to remove them effectively in order to improve the recognition rate.
Since end-users of many special-purposed practical applications, esp. of some digital-related services, need to speak digits at a speedy rate, there are more and more demands for quickly-spoken MDSSR. However, the correlative researches are not sufficient, it's necessary to study how to improve the system recognition rate when speaking rate is fast. We have dedicated our interest to this field and a fully new training method named neighboring digits pattern is proposed in this paper to eliminate most of deletion errors occurred in MDSSR when speaking rate is quite fast.
III. NEIGHBORING DIGITS PATTERN TRAINING METHOD
In this section, firstly, we will introduce our experimental environment and use the traditional method to complete our system and then give the experimental result. Secondly, we will put forward a new method to specifically deal with the deletion errors which are the main error source when speaking rate is very quickly, and then the training process and the corresponding algorithms of all important stages are presented. And finally, the experimental result will be given to explain the performance improvement.
In order to improve the degree of differentiation between easily confusing digits such as 6 and 9 or 7 and 1, we use another set of pronunciation in our experiment in which "9" read as /gou/, "1" read as /yao/, "7" read as /guai/ and so on. Although this is not the final solution and unable to promote to other areas of SR, it's very useful and valid for MDSSR tasks. In fact, in some practical digital-related applications, digital information communications between people also use this pronunciation set.
A. Experimental Conditions
We use HTK [1] as our experimental platform. HTK, which is developed by Cambridge University, is a powerful portable toolkit used to build HMM for SR system. Our experiment is implemented and tested based on HTK.
Our training data set consists of 1150 utterances whose lengths are from 2 to 20 and average length is 9. There are 10341 digitals in total. These utterances are spoken by 10 male adults. The testing data set contains 500 utterances spoken by other 5 male and there are 5100 digitals in total. The digits text of all training and testing utterances are random automatically generated by our program and the occurrence probability of each digital is roughly equal. The average speaking rate of training and testing utterances in our experiment is 5.6 digitals per second, compared to the normal speaking rate of 1 to 3 digitals per second.
All input speeches are sampled by 16 kHz and preemphasized by the transfer function 1-0.98Z -1 . The speech characteristic parameter uses 32-dimension vector, including 12 MFCCs (Mel frequency cepstrum coefficient), a log energy coefficient and their first and second order difference coefficients.
Continuous HMM is adopted by our recognition system. There are 6 mixed Gaussian distributions at every state. For comparison, we perform the experiment by using syllable and initial/final (I/F) based HMMs respectively. In syllable-based HMM, the number of states of each HMM is set to be 8, while in I/F-based HMM, the number of states of initial HMM is set to be 4 and the number of states of final HMM is set to be 6. In all our HMM models, there all are 2 sp (short pause) states at the beginning and at the end respectively. Correct rate= % 100
Percent Accuracy = % 100
From Table Ⅰ , we can see that the I/F-based HMM is robust than syllable-based HMM in processing substitution and insertion errors, esp., it reduces the insertion errors rate from 4.27% (218/5100) to 1.5% (77/5100) and decreases the relative error rate by 64.87%, thus leading to the accuracy improvement from 91.8% to 94.9%. But I/F-based HMM is even worse than syllablebased HMM in dealing with deletion errors, it raises the deletion error rate from 2.24% (114/5100) to 2.43% (124/5100) and the relative error rate increase of 8.97%. As a result, the total correct recognition rates of the two models vary little. A more apparent comparison is shown in Fig. 3 .
Since the existing traditional methods cannot adapt to the accurate recognition in quickly-spoken Mandarin digits speech, esp., the deletion errors cannot be eliminated effectively, we must think of new ways to solve the problem.
B. Neighboring Digits Pattern Training Method
We use traditional I/F-based HMM to start our further experiments because of its good performance in dealing with substitution and insertion errors. The flow chart of the whole process of applying the new pattern method to SR is shown in Fig. 4 . Since the deletion errors are the main source of errors that occurred when speaking rapidly, while the I/F-based HMM cannot decrease this kind of errors, next we mainly focus on the removal of the deletion errors.
First of all, we analyze the recognition result of testing data by comparing the recognition output with the desired string to find out all errors caused by deletion. This comparison is made by using the dynamic programmingbased string alignment procedure [1, 17] . The processing is described in List 1.
List 1
The statistics process of deletion errors using dynamic programming-based string alignment
Step 1: place the correct digit string 'w1w2…w m ' and the recognition string 'r1r2…r n ' on the horizontal axis and the vertical axis on the grid showed in Fig.5 , set the start point to be (0,0) and the end point to be (m,n).
Step 2: set the path penalty function from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2) as followed: Here, the first situation denotes correct recognition; the second one denotes substitution error.
Step 3: find a path from the start point S to the end point E whose cumulative penalty function is minimum, and limit the path to be not having grid across on horizontal or vertical axis. Here we can use dynamic programming to find the optimal path.
Step 4: record the deletion-erroroccurrence numbers of those different adjacent digital substring combinations which is recognized as less digits according to the path.
Step 5: get next pair of sentences to be compared and go to step 1.
We analyze the result and obtain an interesting conclusion.
In order to continue the discussion below, the length of the "neighboring digits" must be defined firstly. Because the most error-prone string length is 1 to 3, we set the length of neighboring digits to be shorter than 4. Thus there are 10 single digits of 0 to 9 and total 100 of digit combinations whose length is 2 which are like "00", "01", …, and "99" and 1000 of such combinations whose length is 3 as "000", "001", …, and "999". The researches have confirmed that the correlation among digits of a combination will decrease with the combination string length increasing [5] , so the length of the "neighboring" digits is no need to be very long. In our testing result, there are total 124 deletion errors. We find that the deletion error occurs in a very few of specific digit or combinations, such as "55", "11", "555" , "88" and "5", The result is shown in TableⅡ. We can see that in all these 1110 combinations which are possible wrongly recognized because of deletion errors, only 0.45% (5/1110) combinations account for 78% ((51+18+14+8+6)/124) of the overall deletion errors.
Since nearly half of the recognition errors are deletion errors when we speak at a high rate, and the above referred digits or combinations bear the main responsibility for most of the deletion errors, it's a good idea to treat them separately.
Based on the above results, we select the deletionerror-prone neighboring digits "55", "11", "5", "555" and "88" to generate our new training patterns and then retrain the training speech to get the HMMs of those new patterns. Not all adjoining digits as above five are treated as instances of new patterns. Only those neighboring digits as above five while with poor distinction are the instances of patterns. The distinction can be judged by VAD. We can define the discriminability between two adjacent digitals as follows.
Definition 1. In a digit string, digital 'a' and 'b' are adjacent, if the normal VAD algorithm mentioned above can detect exactly the endpoints between them, then the two digitals 'a' and 'b' are discriminable.
The reason of the occurring of the delete errors is that the detection and the modeling of the final part of the front digit and the initial part of the latter digit are too difficult to be accurate when we speak fast. That is, the adjacent digitals are not discriminable. We regard every combination which is deletion-error-prone and difficult to detect endpoints as a unit named neighboring digits pattern.
Definition 2. A digit string is an instance of neighboring digits pattern, if and only if the digitals are adjacent and there are two or more adjoining digitals in the string to be not discriminable.
Next the existing pattern set can be extended by adding those new patterns to the HMM set which is obtained before and the flow chart of the re-generating new training set to prepare the training HMMs of new patterns is shown in Fig. 6 .
Before the process we will describe, each HMM proto of every new pattern and every relevant definition file are all to be defined in advance.
For each new pattern such as "55", "11", "555" and "88", an HMM with 8 state and 6 mixed Gaussian distributions in each state is used.
For single error-prone digit "5", we find that its recognition error rate in syllable-based HMM is lower Figure 6 . The flow chart of the re-generating new training set than that in I/F based HMM, so we use its syllable based HMM instead of its I/F based HMM when training. The whole training and recognition process is described in List 2 as followed. This process can also be applied to other recognition tasks which have a lot of quickly-spoken speech data to do the training.
List 2
The training and testing process of the neighboring digit pattern training method
Step 1: train HMM models using traditional algorithm [1] for training speech set, these speech are all at fast speaking rate.
Step 2: recognize testing speech data using HMMs obtained in step1.
Step 3: analyze the recognition outputs by comparing them with the initial string using the method showed in List 1 and make a statistic to find out the very few of the digit strings which are responsible for most of the total deletion errors.
Step 4: select the top 5 to 10 digit combinations to be the new patterns, those strings are deletion-errorprone and the total proportion of their deletion-error-occurrence account for the most of the total deletion-error-occurrences, e.g. above 75%.
Step 5: re-define the HMM proto file and add HMMs of the new neighboring digits patterns to the file.
5.1: we treat each error-prone digit string as a pattern to model the HMM. For pattern string such as "55","11","555" etc, the proto HMM is defined.
5.2: for single error-prone digit such as "5", a syllable-based HMM is used.
5.3: for other single digit, I/F based HMM remains as previously obtained.
Step 6: create a new re-training data set, the set consists of those utterances which are sentences marked in step 4 of List 1 and include substrings being instances of "neighboring digits pattern" defined before. The flow chart of this step is shown in Fig. 6 .
Step 7: initialize each HMM of every new pattern using the same average mean and variance [1].
Step 8: repeatedly re-estimate of the parameters of each HMM [1]
Step 9: convert from single Gaussian HMMs to multiple mixture component HMMs by repeatedly splitting and reestimation to obtain the final HMMs set.
[1]
Step 10: recognize the testing speech data again using new models generated in step 9 and output the recognition result
C. Experimental Result
We recognize the testing data set using our improved training method. The result is shown in Table Ⅲ . We can clearly see that the recognition error rate of the pattern strings reduced greatly. The comparison with that of the traditional I/F based HMM is shown in Fig. 7 . From the figure, we can see that the deletion error rate of each pattern string decreased dramatically, e.g., the recognition error rate of "55" as "5" is reduced from 94.4% to 9.3%. Thus effectively improve the overall performance of the final recognition system.
The whole recognition result of the comparison between the new pattern method and the traditional method is shown in Table Ⅳ . From the table, we can see that the performance of our final system is significantly improved. We obtain the total correct recognition rate of 98.3% and accuracy of 97.1%, and the relative increase percentage is 2% and 2.3% respectively compared to that of the traditional system whose recognition result is shown in Table Ⅰ .
The experimental result confirms the validity and the performance improvement of the new system. There're few researches on the influence of speaking speed on the SR, we need more practical validation and more deep work in this area.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new training method is proposed in order to eliminate the deletion errors of MDSSR system which can increase when the speaking speed becoming fast. The most error-prone digit strings have been figured out and each of these strings is regarded as new pattern which expand the original HMM set and then re-train the HMMs.
Although the method is used as a special case of connected digit string speech recognition and it's useful only when training speech and testing speech are all with equal speaking rate, it's effective and less computational. We apply this model to fast-spoken MDSSR and obtained the correction rate of 98.3%. In the near future, we would promote this method in more other tasks. 
